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ABSTRACT: Reductive dehalogenation such as that catalyzed
by iodotyrosine deiodinase (IYD) is highly unusual in aerobic
organisms but necessary for iodide salvage from iodotyrosine
generated during thyroxine biosynthesis. Equally unusual is the
dependence of this process on flavin. Rapid kinetics have now
been used to define the basic processes involved in IYD
catalysis. Time-dependent quenching of flavin fluorescence
was used to monitor halotyrosine association to IYD. The
substrates chloro-, bromo-, and iodotyrosine bound with
similar rate constants (kon) ranging from 1.3 × 106 to 1.9 × 106 M−1 s−1. Only the inert substrate analogue fluorotyrosine
exhibited a significantly (5-fold) slower kon (0.3 × 106 M−1 s−1). All data fit a standard two-state model and indicated that no
intermediate complex accumulated during closure of the active site lid induced by substrate. Subsequent halide elimination does
not appear to limit reactions of bromo- and iodotyrosine since both fully oxidized the reduced enzyme with nearly equivalent
second-order rate constants (7.3 × 103 and 8.6 × 103 M−1 s−1, respectively) despite the differing strength of their carbon−
halogen bonds. In contrast to these substrates, chlorotyrosine reacted with the reduced enzyme approximately 20-fold more
slowly and revealed a spectral intermediate that formed at approximately the same rate as the bromo- and iodotyrosine reactions.

Flavoproteins promote a wide-range of essential reactions in
primary and secondary metabolism, and our appreciation

of their chemistry continues to expand as their versatility
becomes increasingly apparent.1−4 Once a new role for flavin is
identified, related processes are often discovered in quick
succession. For example, the relatively recent isolation of a
flavoprotein promoting an oxidative halogenation in the
biosynthesis of chlortetracycline was soon followed by reports
of other flavoproteins promoting similar halogenations of other
natural products.5 Surprisingly, the range of flavoproteins
involved in reductive dehalogenation has remained quite
limited since the first report over 30 years ago of flavin in
iodotyrosine deiodinase (IYD).6,7 This enzyme is responsible
for iodide salvage in vertebrates through the release of iodide
from mono- and diiodotyrosine (I-Tyr, I2-Tyr) (Scheme 1).
These iodinated derivatives are generated in vivo as side

products of thyroid hormone biosynthesis,8 and their iodide
must be reclaimed to avoid iodide deficiency and thyroid
disease.9,10

The use of reduction to drive dehalogenation is common in
anaerobes and typically depends on cobalamin or other metal-
containing cofactors rather than flavin.11 Conversely, in
aerobes, hydrolytic and oxidative processes are primarily used
for dehalogenation.12 IYD represents one of only two enzymes
yet discovered in vertebrates that promote the reductive
process. Native IYD is anchored in cell membranes by a single
N-terminal sequence and utilizes the reductant NADPH
indirectly through coordinated action of a presumed mem-
brane-bound reductase.13,14 Crystal structures of IYD lacking its
membrane anchor reveal no apparent site for NADPH
binding.15 Characterization of IYD to date has relied instead
on dithionite as the reductant.16 Three isozymes of
iodothyronine deiodinase (ID) responsible for deiodinating
the thyroid hormones thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine
(T3) provide the remaining example of reductive dehalogena-
tion in vertebrates.17,18 Despite the obvious similarities between
the respective substrates for IYD and ID, dehalogenation
follows two very different strategies. ID catalyzes a thiol-
dependent deiodination involving an active site selenocysteine
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Scheme 1. Catalytic Dehalogenation Promoted by IYD
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rather than flavin.19,20 Additionally, ID is a member of the
thioredoxin superfamily, whereas IYD is a member of the nitro-
FMN reductase superfamily.13,21,22

Numerous questions on the mechanism of IYD remain to be
answered after initial characterization of its binding, redox, and
steady-state properties.23 The pH dependence of I2-Tyr binding
suggests that the deprotonated phenolate form of the
halotyrosine preferentially coordinates to IYD. Comparable
binding was also observed for I-Tyr as well as bromotyrosine
(Br-Tyr) and chlorotyrosine (Cl-Tyr). These halotyrosines
were further shown to undergo dehalogenation by the reduced
flavin hydroquinone (flhq)-containing IYD, although no kinetic
experiments were performed previously.23,24 Fluorotyrosine (F-
Tyr) binds IYD an order of magnitude more weakly and is not
subject to defluorination. However, association between IYD
and any of the halotyrosines is essential for organizing the
active site structure. In the absence of an appropriate ligand,
residues that cover the active site are not evident by X-ray
diffraction, as expected for a disordered or highly dynamic
region.23 Significant solvent accessibility can be expected as well
under these conditions since the flavin exhibits a midpoint
potential (Em) of −200 mV that is very similar to the Em of
−205 mM for free flavin.23,25 As I-Tyr binds to the active site, it
acts as a template for assembly and closure of the lid-forming
sequences by direct coordination between its zwitterion and the
protein side chains.23,26 Both the ligand and flavin become
sequestered from the solvent. The resulting environment
surrounding the flavin favors the formation of a single-
electron-reduced neutral flavin semiquinone (flsq) and disfavors
formation of the two-electron-reduced flhq as is evident from
their respective Em values of −156 and −310 mV.23 Thus,
substrate binding actively participates in the control of the
redox properties of bound FMN.
The spectral changes associated with flavin oxidation and

reduction provide a convenient approach in our search for
intermediates formed during catalysis. Similarly, the fluores-
cence of oxidized flavin (flox) within the IYD active site provides
a sensitive reporter for ligand binding. Both physical and
chemical processes involved in dehalogenation have the
potential to limit the rate of catalysis. The rather slow turnover
of IYD measured earlier by steady-state experiments may reflect
the extensive conformational changes within the active site that
are required for turnover. Alternatively, a slow transfer of
electrons to the electron-rich phenolate form of the substrates
may instead control enzyme turnover. Rapid kinetics of ligand
binding and substrate reduction for IYD is now described
below in an initial effort to define the rate-limiting processes
that contribute to the ability of flavin to promote reductive
dehalogenation.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Reagents of the purest grade available were

obtained commercially and used without further purification.
Human IYD (hIYD) was expressed without its N-terminal
membrane binding region (residues 1−31) and fused to SUMO
as described previously.23 Purification of this construct and
subsequent isolation of hIYD lacking SUMO followed standard
protocols.23

Methods. All kinetic measurements were recorded with a
Hi-Tech Scientific stopped-flow spectrophotometer, model SF-
61DX, and performed at 25 °C using enzyme solutions
containing 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, and 50
mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4. For the ligand binding

experiments, equal volumes of the enzyme and substrate
solutions were mixed in the stopped-flow instrument under an
ambient atmosphere. For single-turnover measurements, equal
volumes of enzyme and substrate solutions were mixed in the
stopped-flow instrument under anaerobic conditions. Oxygen
was excluded from the apparatus by flushing with an anaerobic
solution of 100 μM protocatechuate and 1 μM protocatechuate
dioxygenase in 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4.27 Prior to
measurements, the flow unit was rinsed with anaerobic reaction
buffer. All solutions were prepared in gas-tight glass
tonometers. Oxygen was removed via repeated cycles of
evacuation and equilibration with oxygen-free argon. hIYD·flox
was reduced by titration with a stoichiometric concentration of
dithionite under anaerobic conditions and monitored with a
Shimadzu UV-2501PC spectrophotometer.24,28 Oxygen was
excluded from substrate solutions by bubbling with oxygen-free
argon for a minimum of 10 min. For reactions between hIYD·
flhq and oxygen, the mixing solution of 500 mM NaCl, 10%
glycerol, 1 mM DTT, and 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4,
was alternatively equilibrated with air (21% O2) and certified
oxygen/nitrogen gas mixtures (10, 50, and 100% O2) to
produce oxygen solutions of 130, 60, 305, and 610 μM,
respectively.

Data Processing and Analysis. Apparent rate constants
were determined from the appropriate single- and double-
exponential fits (eqs 1−3) of the kinetic traces by Kinetic
Studio Software (TgK Scientific, Bradford-on-Avon, UK).
Concentration dependence of the observed kinetic constants
was fit by least-squares analysis using Origin 7.0 (OriginLab,
Northampton, MA). Errors represent the standard deviation
provided by the programs above. Global analysis to resolve
spectra of intermediates used the SpecFit program from
Spectrum Software Associates.
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■ RESULTS
Kinetics of Halotyrosine Binding to hIYD. Equilibrium

binding of halotyrosines to IYD was previously monitored by a
concomitant quenching of flox fluorescence. This quenching is
consistent with the intimate complex formed between the
ligand and flox that is stabilized by stacking of the two aromatic
ring systems and direct association between the ligand’s
zwitterion and the pyrimidine region of flavin.23 Fluorescence
quenching may similarly be used to report on the rate of active
site binding (kon). To date, attention has focused on the flox
form of hIYD, but the order of substrate binding and flavin
reduction is not yet known. Turnover studies under
physiological conditions await isolation of the partner reductase
to promote the relevant transfer of reducing equivalents from
NADPH to IYD. Current analysis with the flox form of hIYD
examines the ability of the enzyme to discriminate among the
various halotyrosines and the potential for intermediate
complexes to accumulate during the conformational changes
necessary to establish the most stable complex among ligand,
flavin, and protein. These investigations utilize hIYD lacking its
N-terminal membrane anchor, as described in an earlier report
on generating a soluble derivative of the enzyme.23 Although
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this form no longer associates with membranes in vitro or in
vivo, its active site properties are not perturbed.14

The rate of halotyrosine binding to IYD was monitored from
1 ms to 1 s after rapidly mixing equal volumes of enzyme and
ligand in buffer (Scheme 2 and Figure 1A). The resulting

fluorescence decay conformed well to a single-exponential
function. These results are consistent with a two-state system
with no detectable intermediates or alternative kinetic path-
ways. Fluorescence measurements were repeated for halotyr-
osine concentrations of 5−50 μM to determine the
concentration dependence of the kobs values. A linear
dependence on concentration was observed for all of the
halotyrosines and provided values for the second-order kon
(Figure 1B and Table 1). Even the kobs values measured for
ligand in a small excess (2.5-fold) over enzyme still fit well to
the concentration dependence of reaction. The substrates for
IYD turnover (Cl-, Br-, and I-Tyr) bind with similar high rates.
The basis for their small differences in rate is not obvious and
does not reflect their relative affinities for hIYD or the size of
the halogen substituent. The binding rate of F-Tyr is
approximately 5-fold slower than the other halotyrosines.
This analogue containing the smallest halogen substituent is
not a substrate for IYD. Moreover, F-Tyr expresses the weakest
affinity for IYD and the highest phenolic pKa of the
halotyrosine series. Rates of ligand dissociation (koff) were
also estimated from the Kd and kon values (Table 1).

Kinetics of hIYD (flhq) Oxidation by the Halotyrosines.
The ability of Cl-Tyr and Br-Tyr to oxidize the reduced form of
IYD containing flhq provided the first indication that these
analogues were also substrates, and subsequent detection of
stoichiometric quantities of tyrosine confirmed their dehaloge-
nation.24 Comparable reactions have now been monitored by
rapid kinetic analysis to determine the effect of the halogen on
the rate of flavin oxidation. The increasing bond energy of the
C−X bond for X = I < Br < Cl has the potential to influence the
rate-limiting step of catalysis. Even the relatively weak benzyl
halide bond increases by more than 20 kcal/mol after
substitution of Cl for I.29 A further increase of an additional
25 kcal/mol30 after substitution of F for Cl exceeds the capacity
of IYD catalysis and rendered F-Tyr inert to IYD.24

To measure the kinetics of the active Cl-, Br-, and I-Tyr,
hIYD was initially reduced with dithionite under anaerobic
conditions and subsequently mixed rapidly with anaerobic
solutions of the substrates in buffer at 25 °C (Scheme 3).

Reactions were monitored from 10 ms to beyond 7 s by the
increase in absorbance at the λmax of flox (446 nm).
Concentrations of I-Tyr were varied between 20 and 200
μM, and the data for each fit well to a single-exponential
increase of the flox form of IYD (Figure 2A). At this wavelength,
the simple first-order increase in absorbance provided no
evidence of chemical or kinetic intermediates during flavin

Scheme 2. Halotyrosine Association with hIYD

Figure 1. Rate of halotyrosines binding to hIYD·flox. (A) Solutions of
hIYD·flox (2 μM final) in 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT,
and 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4, were mixed with an equal
volume of I-Tyr to final concentrations of 5−50 μM in the same buffer
solution. The fluorescence of the bound flox was monitored over time
using λex = 450 nm and λem > 530 nm. The solid black lines represent
fits to a single-exponential model (eq 1) that yield the first-order rate
constants (kobs). (B) This analysis was repeated for the indicated
halotyrosines as a function of concentration to determine the second-
order binding rate constants (kon) summarized in Table 1. Data points
represent the average of three independent measurements, and the
standard deviations are illustrated by error bars. The solid lines were
generated by linear best fits to the data.

Table 1. Rate Constants for Ligand Association with hIYD·flox and Oxidation of hIYD·flhq
X-Tyr kon (M

−1 s−1)a koff (s
−1)b kox (M

−1 s−1)c

I-Tyr (1.9 ± 0.05) × 106 (2.8 ± 0.8) × 10−1 (8.6 ± 0.2) × 103

Br-Tyr (1.3 ± 0.03) × 106 (1.8 ± 0.3) × 10−1 (7.3 ± 0.3) × 103

Cl-Tyr (1.6 ± 0.06) × 106 (1.6 ± 0.2) × 10−1 (0.4 ± 0.07) × 103

F-Tyr (0.3 ± 0.01) × 106 (3.9 ± 0.9) × 10−1 ≤0.05 × 103

aValues were determined from data in Figure 1B. bCalculated from Kd = koff/kon based on kon values of this table and Kd values published
previously.23 cValues were determined from data in Figure 2B.

Scheme 3. Halotyrosine-Promoted Oxidation of hIYD
Containing flhq
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oxidation. A plot of kobs versus I-Tyr concentration provided
the second-order kox value (Figure 2B and Table 1). Equivalent
analysis was repeated for Br- and Cl-Tyr, and, again, data from
A446 fit to single-exponential increases of flox (Figures 2B and
Table 1). The kobs values for all three substrates remained linear
throughout the range of concentrations examined, including at
the low excess (2.5-fold) of substrate over enzyme. The lack of
obvious saturation of the enzyme suggests that substrate binds
more weakly to the flhq form of IYD used in these kinetic
experiments than to its flox form used for measuring the strong
affinity of the halotyrosines (Kd < 0.2 μM).23

The relative differences in kox for I-, Br-, and Cl-Tyr do not
reflect their respective affinities23 or association rates with hIYD
(Table 1), and they do not correlate with differences in C−X
bond strength or phenolic pKa. The Br- and I-Tyr substrates
support very similar rates of hIYD (flhq) oxidation in contrast to
the approximately 20-fold smaller rate for Cl-Tyr. As expected
from earlier investigation,24 oxidation of flhq by F-Tyr was at
least 160-fold slower than that with I-Tyr, as established by the
detection threshold of the stopped-flow instrument. Full

spectra of the reaction mixtures containing I-, Br-, or Cl-Tyr
were also recorded beginning after 4 ms for substrate
concentrations of 200 μM (Figure S2). No spectral
intermediates were apparent between flhq and flox for Br- and
I-Tyr. However, a low level of the neutral flavin semiquinone
(flsq) accumulated, as is evident from the absorbance centered
at approximately 600 nm. This had similarly been detected
when Br- and Cl-Tyr were first discovered as substrates.24 At
that time, the neutral flsq was confirmed by EPR and found to
be stable for days under aerobic conditions as if it may form as a
nonproductive side product. Turnover of Cl-Tyr generated the
greatest fraction of flsq, as expected if dehalogenation and flsq
formation were competitive. Nevertheless, the yield of
dechlorination remained high (∼94%), as detected previously
by HPLC analysis.24 The spectra recorded during Cl-Tyr
turnover also revealed the presence of an additional species that
was not evident during turnover of Br- or I-Tyr.

Detection of a Transient Intermediate Formed during
Oxidation of hIYD·flhq by Cl-Tyr. The investigations above
relied on just one of two absorption bands that characterize flox
formation (A446). The second band, typically in the region of
370 nm, can be used alternatively to monitor formation of flox,
although complications can arise from the concurrent
formation of other species such as the anionic flsq and 4a-
adducts of flavin that absorb light in this region as well.31,32

Measurements at A360 to monitor oxidation of flhq by either Br-
or I-Tyr generated results comparable to those using A446.
Progress curves recorded at 360 nm fit well to single-
exponential increases in flox, with kobs values that were nearly
identical to those determined at 446 nm (Figure 3A and Table
2). These results are consistent with detection of only two
species, flhq and flox during IYD reaction with Br- and I-Tyr. In
contrast, the absorbance changes at 360 nm (and shorter
wavelengths) for the reaction with Cl-Tyr did not fit to a single
exponential and instead follow a double-exponential function
(Figure 3A). The slower phase (k2(obs)) is the same as that
determined by A446 under equivalent conditions (Table 2). This
similarity is expected for the net conversion of flhq to flox (Table
2). The faster phase observed at wavelengths shorter than 360
nm (k1(obs)) is an order of magnitude larger than the slower
phase and suggests an intermediate forms prior to the rate-
limiting step that controls formation of flox. Interestingly, this
fast phase is characterized by a kobs that is similar to the kobs
values for Br- and I-Tyr (Table 2). Accordingly, all three
halogenated substrates may follow similar mechanisms for
dehalogenation with only a change in a rate-determining step
for dechlorination of Cl-Tyr.
The significance of the biphasic kinetics of flhq oxidation by

Cl-Tyr became more obvious from a global analysis of the
diode array data for the full spectra over time (Figure 3B). An
intermediate with a spectrum containing a peak at ∼440 nm
and broad absorbance between 350 and 380 nm is evident. This
analysis also indicates that no semiquinone of the flavin has
formed until this intermediate converts to the flox form. The
possible identity of this transient intermediate is considered in
the Discussion.

Reaction of hIYD·flhq with Oxygen. IYD belongs to a
structural superfamily that includes enzymes with activities
ranging from oxygen-insensitive nitroreductases33 to oxygen-
dependent flavin “destructases”.34 This latter flavoprotein has
been named BluB and promotes oxidative degradation of its
own active site flavin to form 5,6-dimethylbenzimidazole as part
of the biosynthesis of vitamin B12. Measuring the ability of IYD

Figure 2. Oxidation of hIYD·flhq by halotyrosines. (A) Solutions of
hIYD·flhq (8 μM final) in 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT,
and 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4, were mixed with an equal
volume of I-Tyr in the same buffer solution under anaerobic
conditions. Oxidation of hIYD·flhq was monitored by absorbance at
446 nm. The solid black lines represent the best fits to a single-
exponential model (eq 2) to yield kobs. (B) This analysis was repeated
for the indicated halotyrosines as a function of concentration (Figure
S1 to determine the second-order rate constants for oxidation (kox)
summarized in Table 1). Data points represent the average of three
independent measurements, and the standard deviations are illustrated
by error bars. The solid lines were generated by linear best fits to the
data.
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to suppress or activate its flavin for reaction with oxygen
consequently provides an important reference for differ-
entiating structure and function within this superfamily.
Anaerobic solutions of the reduced flhq form of hIYD were
rapidly mixed with buffer containing fixed concentrations of

oxygen. Full spectra from 300−700 nm were recorded between
4 ms and 7 s after mixing (Figure 4). Only flhq and flox were

apparent during reaction. No characteristic absorbance of
anionic or neutral flsq (370 and 600 nm, respectively)31 or 4a-
adducts of flavin (∼380−390 nm)32 was observed. Similarly,
the full spectra do not suggest accumulation of the intermediate
detected previously during reaction with Cl-Tyr. The absence
of this intermediate is additionally confirmed by the lack of
biphasic kinetic data from A360. A single-exponential function
was sufficient to describe these data, as expected from the
presence of only flhq and flox (Figure S3).
The rapid mixing experiments were next monitored at the

single wavelength of 446 nm. The resulting data fit well to a
single exponential, and the corresponding kobs values varied
linearly with the concentration of dissolved oxygen (Figures 4B
and S3). From this analysis, the second-order rate constant kox
for reaction between hIYD·flhq and oxygen was calculated to be
(9.3 ± 0.3) × 103 M−1 s−1. This value is only slightly larger than
that measured when I-Tyr was used as the oxidant (Table 1),
but it is in the lower range of rate constants for reaction
between oxygen and reduced flavin oxidases.4,35 Similar to IYD,

Figure 3. Oxidation of hIYD·flhq by Cl-Tyr generates a spectral
intermediate. Solutions of hIYD·flhq (5 μM final) in 500 mM NaCl,
10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, and 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4,
were mixed with an equal volume of the indicated halotyrosine (200
μM final) in the same buffer. (A) Oxidation of hIYD·flhq was
monitored at 360 nm. Solid black lines represent fits to a single-
exponential model (eq 2), and the solid green line represents fit to a
double exponential model (eq 3). (B) Spectral data generated by
reaction between Cl-Tyr and hIYD·flhq in the stopped-flow instrument,
as monitored in the diode array mode was subject to global analysis
(see Figure S2). Results of fitting with a double-exponential model
suggested rate constants of k1 = 1.5 s−1 and k2 = 0.134 s−1 and yielded
spectra of the final flox (blue), the starting spectrum of flhq (black), and
the transient intermediate (red). Residual spectra fit to within ≤0.002
absorbance units.

Table 2. Observing hIYD·flhq Oxidation by Halotyrosines at
Two λmax

X-Tyr kobs (s
−1) from A360 kobs (s

−1) from A446

I-Tyr 1.59 ± 0.02a 1.65 ± 0.02a

Br-Tyr 1.55 ± 0.01a 1.46 ± 0.01a

Cl-Tyr
k1(obs) 1.50 ± 0.07b N/A
k2(obs) 0.13 ± 0.03b 0.13 ± 0.01a

aRate constants were determined by single-exponential fits of
absorbance (eq 2) due to hIYD·flhq oxidation by X-Tyr (200 μM)
(see also, Figures 1, 3, and S1). bRate constants were determined by a
double-exponential fit of absorbance (eq 3) for Cl-Tyr under
equivalent experimental conditions.

Figure 4. Oxidation of hIYD·flhq by O2. A solution containing hIYD·
flhq (5 μM final) in 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, and 50
mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4, was mixed with an equal volume of an
oxygenated solution containing 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mM
DTT, and 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4. (A) Spectra of hIYD·flhq
oxidation by air-saturated buffer were recorded from 4 ms to 7 s with a
diode array spectrophotometer. The arrow indicates the direction of
spectral change as a function of time. (B) Oxidation of hIYD·flhq was
monitored by absorbance at 446 nm, and the resulting kobs values (see
Figure S3) were plotted against oxygen concentration to determine the
second-order rate constant (kox). Data points represent the average of
three independent measurements, and the standard deviations are
illustrated by error bars. The solid line was generated by a linear best
fit to the data.
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the oxidases also do not generate intermediates such as a flsq or
a 4a-adduct of flavin at detectable levels. Although the flavin
ring of IYD appears to have few contacts with the protein in the
absence of active site ligands, reaction of its reduced flhq with
oxygen is considerably faster than the comparable reaction for
free flavin and oxygen.4

■ DISCUSSION
Active Site Binding. This first characterization of IYD by

rapid kinetics focuses on substrate association and oxidation of
its reduced flavin (flhq). Complementary processes such as
initial enzyme reduction will be the subject of future
investigations once the native reductase can be identified.
Regardless of the order of enzyme reduction and substrate
binding, the substrate−enzyme complex itself is key for
inducing catalytic activity. In the absence of substrate, much
of the active site is unstructured. The flavin is exposed to
solvent under these conditions, and its redox properties mimic
those of free flavin in solution.23 An active site ligand such as I-
Tyr provides the necessary template for stabilizing a helix and
loop that combine to form a lid over the active site and
sequester substrate and flavin from solvent.15,23,26 Central to
this reorganization is a chelation of the zwitterion of the
halotyrosine between the pyrimidine ring of the flavin and side
chains of the lid domain. Additional stabilization of the
substrate−enzyme complex includes stacking between the
aromatic systems of I-Tyr and the flavin and hydrogen bonding
between the side chain of a Thr and the N5 of flavin.23 Despite
this high level of restructuring induced by substrate, its binding
is relatively fast, with second-order rate constants on the order
of 106 M−1 s−1 for Cl-, Br-, and I-Tyr (Table 1). No
intermediates were observed during this binding process since
the time-resolved quenching of flavin fluorescence by substrate
matched a first-order monophasic process. Even the inert
substrate analogue F-Tyr binds to IYD with only a ∼5-fold
slower rate constant compared to the average rate for the other
halotyrosines. Affinity for the dehalogenated product Tyr is
orders of magnitude weaker than that for its halogenated
derivatives, and this characteristic most likely facilitates product
release. Solubility limits prevented an accurate measure of Tyr
binding, and its Kd could be estimated only at greater than 1.0
mM.23

Reactivity toward Oxygen. BluB represents the closest
known structural relative to IYD. These proteins share a similar
architecture and topology even though their sequence identity
is low. Both have lids to cover their active sites, but BluB relies
solely on protein contacts to control the chemistry of its flavin,
in contrast to the need for both substrate and protein contacts
in IYD.23,34 Recently, the active site environments of hIYD and
a homologue of BluB were shown to stabilize their one-
electron-reduced flsq form during redox titration.23,36 BluB also
appears to stabilize the 4a-hydroperoxide adduct of its flavin, as
anticipated from the proposed oxygen-dependent mechanism
for generating the product dimethylbenzimidazole.36 In the
absence of a halotyrosine, the reduced (flhq) form of hIYD is
readily reoxidized by oxygen, and the flox form of IYD is
regenerated for further catalytic turnover (Figure 4). This
process may additionally involve a 4a-hydroperoxide inter-
mediate, although sufficient quantities do not accumulate for
detection in IYD and many other flavoproteins.4,35 Alter-
natively, reoxidation of the flhq might have included one-
electron transfer to form superoxide, but, again, no
accumulation of flsq was evident. In either event, IYD promotes

moderately rapid reoxidation of its flavin without the
degradation that is synonymous with BluB.

Catalytic Dehalogenation by IYD. The chemistry
associated with kox appears to limit the consumption of the
flhq form of hIYD (Table 1). On the basis of the tight binding of
halotyrosine for hIYD, dissociation of substrate from hIYD·flox
is slow and not competitive with turnover. The kox value for I-
Tyr measured in this study by rapid kinetics (8.6 × 103 M−1

s−1) is also very similar to the kcat/Km for I2-Tyr measured by
steady-state kinetics (6.7 × 103 M−1 s−1),23 implying that
product release does not likely contribute to the rate-
determining step(s). This observation is consistent with the
inability of the relatively nonpolar binding pocket to stabilize
the anionic product iodide.15 Although thermodynamics may
not always correlate with kinetics, the unmeasurably weak
affinity of hIYD for Tyr would be consistent with its rapid
dissociation from the active site. The limits of catalysis probably
derive from one or more of the chemical steps required in
reductive dehalogenation. The reaction mechanism that most
readily explains the current data on IYD involves an initial
protonation to a nonaromatic intermediate followed by
electron transfer, halide release, and a second electron transfer
(Scheme 4). Any of these steps has the potential to control kox,

although the final electron transfer should be relatively rapid
based on the proximity of the two radical species and the
stability of nonradical products.
An initial protonation has been proposed in the dehaloge-

nation process to diminish the electrostatic repulsion between
the electron donated from flhq and the phenolate form of
halotyrosine that binds preferentially to hIYD.23 Consistent
with this proposal, a series of N-alkyl pyridones that mimic the
nonaromatic keto form of this intermediate bind to the active
site with a Kd as low as 24 nM.37 Reduced flavin (flhq) is
competent at both stepwise electron transfer and hydride
transfer,4 but single-electron transfer seems to be most likely for
the reaction of IYD. Association of a halotyrosine to IYD
stabilizes the flsq form of IYD and hence could induce single-
electron transfers from flhq.

23 The resulting midpoint potentials
of a halotyrosine·IYD complex are similar to those of an
electron transferase such as ferredoxin reductase.23,38 Hydrogen
atom transfer from flhq to the halotyrosine provides an
alternative path to the ketyl radical proposed to form after
stepwise proton and electron transfer (Scheme 4). Both e−aq
and hydrogen atoms are highly efficient at dehalogenating

Scheme 4. Possible Mechanism for Catalytic Dehalogenation
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iodophenol during pulse radiolysis, although e−aq is considered
to be the major mechanism of dehalogenation under these
conditions.39 Electron transfer rather than hydrogen atom
transfer is also favored for IYD based on the lack of precedent
for flhq to serve as a hydrogen atom donor.4 Interestingly, the
low yields of dechlorination and defluorination from radiolysis
were previously rationalized by the slow dehalogenation of the
radical anion intermediate.39

For IYD, Br- and I-Tyr reduction is likely controlled by either
initial proton transfer and/or the first electron transfer since
their kox values are nearly equal (Table 1) despite the difference
in their C−X bond energies and leaving group potentials.29 In
contrast, the kox for Cl-Tyr, as measured at A446, is ∼20-fold
lower than the kox for Br- and I-Tyr and indicates a possible
change in the rate-determining step. The most significant
chemical differences among Cl-, Br-, and I-Tyr are the stronger
C−Cl bond and weaker leaving group ability of chloride. Initial
protonation or electron transfer is not expected to be greatly
affected by the nature of the halogen substituent, but halide
elimination may be slowed considerably for the chloro
derivative. The inability of IYD to defluorinate F-Tyr24 may
be an extension of this trend since fluorine forms the strongest
C−X bond and fluoride is the weakest leaving group of the
halides. One caveat on the effects of the halogens should be
noted. A competing mechanism involving direct electron
transfer to the halotyrosine might follow a trend established
by the second-order rate constants for consumption of e−aq by
halobenzenes that decrease from 12 × 109 M−1 s−1

(iodobenzene) to 4.3 × 109 M−1 s−1 (bromobenzene) and
0.5 (chlorobenzene) × 109 M−1 s−1.40

The transient intermediate detected by the biphasic kinetics
of reaction between hIYD·flhq and Cl-Tyr may ultimately be
most revealing for the mechanism of reductive dehalogenation
once its structure can be identified (Figure 3B). This
intermediate forms at nearly the same rate as the generation
of flox by Br- and I-Tyr, and its accumulation becomes evident
when the second phase of reaction with Cl-Tyr is slowed by 10-
fold relative to the reactions with Br- and I-Tyr (Figures 3B and
S2 and Table 2). The absorbance spectrum of the intermediate
is quite broad and exhibits one λmax of ∼440−450 nm. While
this may appear to be consistent with flox, the second band at
350−380 nm is not equivalent to the additional absorbance of
flox that centers near 370 nm (Figure 3B). The spectral
characteristics of this intermediate also do not correspond to
the phenoxy radical of tyrosine that has a much narrower
absorbance band and a λmax of ∼410 nm.41 Similarly, this
transient is not easily ascribed to either the anionic or neutral
forms of flsq since they respectively produce a narrow
absorbance band with a λmax of ∼370 nm and a broad
absorbance band with a λmax of ∼600 nm.31 Likewise, the
proposed nonaromatic keto intermediate (λmax ∼ 330 nm)42

and its one-electron-reduced ketyl radical derivative (λmax ∼360
nm)43 are not likely responsible for the transient spectrum
(Scheme 4). Instead, the absorption properties may derive from
an intimate association of two chromophores in the active site
that may include those considered above. Alternatively, these
data may suggest formation of a new intermediate that has not
yet been considered in the working mechanism for
dehalogenation.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The rapid kinetics described above indicates that substrates
bind to IYD and establish order within the active site relatively

quickly compared to their subsequent turnover. Dehalogena-
tion is not likely to be rate-determining for Br- or I-Tyr since
both produce the fully oxidized enzyme with similar rates
despite the greater strength of the C−Br vs C−I bond.
Dehalogenation may become limiting when the C−X bond
strength increases further and creates a greater barrier for its
cleavage as illustrated by the kinetic behavior of IYD with Cl-
Tyr. Additional strengthening of the C−X bond can ultimately
exceed the catalytic ability of IYD as is evident with F-Tyr. This
derivative binds relatively tightly to the active site and helps to
stabilize the adjacent flsq, but it remains inert to dehalogenation.
The kinetics of flavin oxidation by the halotyrosines has now
provided the first tangible evidence for an intermediate during
reductive dehalogenation by a flavoprotein, but further
investigations will be required to confirm the identity of this
species.
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